Firebird Beers
We regularly bring out new beers; ranging from local
and traditional to international and cutting edge…
Heritage XX Best Bitter 4.0% Available Bottle and Cask
Fresh, Hoppy, Full. A traditional Best Bitter brewed from Bill’s Great Great
Grandfather’s original ‘Double X’ recipe. Fruity malt character and
plenty of bitterness

Paleface American Pale Ale 5.2% Available Bottle, Cask and Keg
Zesty, Aromatic, Bold. Brewed in the style of the strong IPA type beers from the US
craft beer movement using a bold blend of American hops. Pale, with a big hop
aroma and a biscuity malt character

Pacific Gem Single NZ Hop Ale 4.2% Av. Bottle & Cask
A single hop variety bitter using the Pacific Gem hop from New Zealand. A pale straw
colour beer with a pronounced bitterness and signature aroma of berry fruits. A beer for
the discerning 'hop head'.

Old Ale 4.5% ABV Available Bottle only
A dark beer full of warmth and character. Slightly sweet with hints of dark chocolate.
A smooth mouth feel and a lingering but subtle bitterness.
No. 79 Golden Ale 4.3% Available Cask and Bottle
A golden beer with a full flavour and moderate strength. Pale, fruity and full bodied. Brewed
with both classic and modern English hop varieties (Challenger, Goldings, Whitbread Goldings
and First Gold) to give full but not overpowering bitterness and a citrus and floral aroma.

Festive 51 Strong Sussex Ale 4.8% Available Cask only until May
Our tribute to King and Barnes’ much loved Festive. First brewed to commemorate the
Festival of Britain in 1951, the beer is has a dark amber colour, a rich malty taste and a
moderate hop bitterness with Golding’s trademark mildly spicy hop aroma.

Summer Sorachi Single Japanese Hop Ale 4.1% Available Cask only
Many have fond memories of Firebird’s last Sorachi Ace creation. Summer Sorachi is super
pale and packed with bitterness and in your face aroma. A stand up and be counted thirst
quencher.
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More Firebird Beers…
Bohemia Czech Style Pilsner 4.8% Av. Bottle, Keg and Brewery Fresh
Crisp, Floral, Spicy. Our tribute to Joseph Grolle, creator of the original Pilsner. Brewed with
Czech hops and matured for an amazing 8 weeks. A glass of incomparable smoothness!

Fireweisse Weissbier 5.0% Available Bottle and Keg
A true Hefeweisse, combining German Hersbrucker hops, malt and yeast with Weissbiers
unique mashing process to produce a complex beer with aromas of fruit and spices, a sharp
taste and a wonderful, creamy mouthfeel.

Noble IPA Noble Hop IPA 5.5%

Available Keg and Bottle in Spring 2016
The archetypal India Pale Ale, made with a stack of traditional (Noble) hops and a rich
malt blend to give a deep colour, striking but subtle bitterness and a full, fragrant aroma.

Two Horses Pale Ale 3.8% Available Keg, Cask and Bottle
A Pale Ale intensely hopped with bold Simcoe, Willamette, Centennial and Cascade varieties
from the US to give a bold aroma and intense bitterness. A full flavoured blend of Crystal,
Caramalt and Munich malts ensures Two Horses punches well above its abv

Black Eyed Porter Baltic Porter 5.5% Available Keg and Bottle
Brewed with a rich variety of chocolate and toasted malts and fermented slowly and fully,
this beer has been conditioned carefully and cold to bring out intense flavours of
chocolate and black coffee, accompanied by a beautiful dry finish . One to savour!

Barnabus Dopplebock 7.0% Available Bottle only
First brewed by Father Barnabus in Au near Munich, Dopplebock sustained monks through
their lent and advent fasts. Firebird’s Barnabus is a fine example of the style, with a rich,
fruity, toffee aroma, a smooth taste and a warming finish. Powerful and to be savoured!

And coming over the
horizon….Citrus experiments
from the skunk works and more
world styles!
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